Tried and Tested: Fripura

by Andrew Scott

Have you ever had that thought “Cor I wish I’d have thought of that”
well that’s exactly what I was thinking when I was briefed on the next
tried and tested for chef magazine. It felt like I’d just been sat in one of the
Dragons Den chairs listening to some crazy inventor about how he was going
to extend the life of my deep fat fryer oil by nearly double its life!

T

his is what Fripura the brand behind the new oil
filter does, it sits in your deep fat fryer vat keeping
the oil fresher for longer. Now this obviously
depends on what sort of place your running from a busy
pub to a high end fine dining restaurant. But Fripura’s
guide lines are that it will at least give you an extra third
of life if not double the life.
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So the filter is like a chalky bar of soap that slides into a paper envelope
bag and then the whole thing sits in a metal casing . You must
submerge the metal case straight into the oil to stop the filter reacting
with oxygen and impurities from the outside world. The rule of thumb
is one filter per 10 litres of oil so my 16 litre ones took 2 each, filters
costing £2.50 so £10 to kit my fryers out for hopefully 10 days which is
double what they usually last.
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The technology behind the Fripura filters
has been developed over a number of
years by a passionate team, they have
engineered the filter to slow down the
deterioration of the oil, not only this but
whatever magic that filter has hidden in
it, also stops the absorption of oil into our
food by 11% which doesn’t sound ground
breaking in terms of high numbers but
that translates as 23% less calories per
portion of chips! This makes a chunky
chef like me very happy! I can either have
an extra quarter portion or stick to the
one knowing I’m being good!
The more serious statistics are the that
the filter sucks up the nasties in the oil
giving 80% less toxins produced and 13%
less cancer causing byproducts. Obviously
I can only tell you this I can’t actually see
this all going on in front of my eyes but all
these stats have been proven in scientific
studies and backed by ‘Bibra’
What I could see is that the oil still went
a dark colour over time but this was a
slower process than usual, I could still
see the usual sediment you get. But the
food came out clean and equally cooked
all over, no dark dirty patches that you
get with old dirty oil. Most importantly it
tasted fresh still and came out crispier I
felt.
I’ve tested the filters over a 20 day period
in my fine dining ‘Restaurant 56’ and in
Sudbury Houses busy brasserie so we
got a good spread of tests. Cooking staff
chips to braised beef bon bons for the
tasting menu. The filters even extended
the life of the beef dripping we use in one
half of the fryers in the brasserie to make
the chips taste better. Both weeks the oil
lasted 9 days which is just short of double
the life as they need changing every 5
days. Now depending on who you buy
your oil off of its not cheap ranging from
£15-£30 per 20 litres. These filters have
nearly cut my oil spend by half which
is about a £100 saving per month. And
that’s not taking into account the labour
from the kitchen porters or chefs that
are cleaning them. So we have a happier
wallet and happier staff and healthier
chips over here for now!
Like I’ve said in most of my reviews it’s
for you to make your own mind up, but
this is such an innovative simple to use
device that I think you’ll see the name
Fripura popping up everywhere and a lot
of angry oil salesmen scratching their
heads very soon!
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